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If I have seen further, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants
– Sir Isaac Newton
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ABSTRACT
Substance misuse is a major problem in the world. In 2014, as many as 52,404 deaths in the
US were caused by drug overdoses. In 2001, the monetary cost of drug misuse has been estimated
to be 414 billion dollars. In this work, we explore the use of different machine learning
algorithms in the prediction of cocaine misuse using structured and unstructured data found in
electronic health records. These records contain various attributes that can help with this
prediction, including but not limited to chart text data, previous diagnoses of certain diseases and
information about the area the patient lives in. We compare models which are trained on only one
kind of data, ensembles of models trained on different kinds of data, and models which are trained
on different representations of both kinds of data. Finally, the models are evaluated using the area
under precision recall curve (PR AUC) metric, which is a suitable metric for imbalanced data sets.
Early results show that the addition of structured data to processed chart notes can in some cases
improve performance by up to three points.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Substance misuse is a major problem in the world. In 2014, as many as 52,404 deaths in the
US were caused by drug overdoses (Rudd et al. 2016). In 2001, the monetary cost of drug misuse
has been estimated to be 414 billion dollars (Horgan et al. 2001). In this work, we explore the use
of different machine learning algorithms in the prediction of cocaine misuse using structured and
unstructured data found in electronic health records.
In recent years, there have been many advancements in the field of Natural Language
Processing (NLP). NLP is a field of study which concerns itself with making computers
understand human language, and building models which make decisions based on text. There are
standardized benchmarks such as the GLUE (“GLUE Benchmark” n.d.) which among other tasks
ask models to answer questions based on a paragraph of text that the model has had time to
ingest. Recently, the top score has been improved upon several times. Although these models are
trained to understand the English language in general, such models can also be applied to specific
problem domains.
NLP has been proven to be a valuable tool in a plethora of tasks in the clinical domain. In
particular, clinical NLP is useful when applied to drug misuse prediction and understanding.
Examples include detecting opioid misuse in electronic health records (Carrell et al. 2015), or
pinpointing drug misuse hotspots by running a classifier on social media posts stemming from
specified regions (Sarker et al. 2019).
While there is concentrated effort to better understand text data, structured data pertaining the
same subject is often overlooked. In the general domain, not every piece of text has
corresponding numerical data to describe it. However, in the medical domain, clinicians collect
all kinds of structured data pertaining a patient, from age and weight to specialized test results. In
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this study, we analyze different methods of bringing together unstructured textual data with
structured numeric data in conjunction to create a cocaine misuse classifier. The approach is not
specific to cocaine misuse, but instead can be used to either predict presence of other drugs or an
entirely distinct feature.
The preprocessing of both structured and unstructured data is discussed. Two different
methods of unstructured text processing are employed, as neural networks require inputs different
from traditional models. The data is split into a train and test set using the holdout method. The
models are then tuned using either cross-validation or a validation set extracted from the train
data. At each stage, the model with the highest PR AUC is chosen.
In the course of the study we establish separate baseline models for structured and
unstructured data, that is models with the best performance on one of the two types of data.
Following this, several different approaches for using both kinds of data are testes. Neural
networks with multiple inputs, a CNN and a structured component are evaluated. Models which
work on one kind of data are merged into one classifier in a technique called ensemble learning.
Some traditional models which are suitable for concatenations of very different data are tested as
well. Finally, all models are compared to the structured and unstructured baselines. The models
are compared on basis of their performance in different metrics, as well as features of the
respective models, such as required hardware, time to train, predict and the complexity of the
model itself. The results show that using two different kinds of data does improve the
performance of the classifiers, for some models by up to four PR AUC points.
CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the data used to train and evaluate the models, the preprocessing that
has been performed, and the metrics and the method used to evaluate the models.
Data
Patient information is available in two different forms, unstructured text data and structured
information about the patient. The text data contains information such as chart notes,
consultations or test results. The structured data contains numerical data about a patient, such as
their age, gender, admission date, diagnoses of certain diseases such as diabetes or depression, as
well as as drug test results.
Data split
The data is first split into a train and test set. The proportion used is 80% train and 20% test.
The method used is stratified splitting, resulting in a train and test dataset which have a similar
proportion of positive and negative samples.
Table 1. Data Split Overview
Data Positive Negative Total
Train 1555 14814 16369
Test 415 3678 4093
Data preprocessing
The domain data available is often not suitable for direct use in a machine learning algorithm.
Many models require data to be entirely numerical, therefore categorical or boolean data must be
converted first. Additionally, the data provided will often have features missing or have entries
that fail sanity checks, such as a negative or implausibly high patient age. This section describes
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the data processing applied in order to be able to use the data in a modern ML algorithm. Metrics
about the dataset that are used within the preprocessing methods (e.g. means, standard deviations,
categories) are calculated using the train set only, and later applied on the test set.
Structured
In the first step, columns with missing data are split into two types:
• Those that will be replaced by the value zero.
• Those that will be replaced with the median value of the available data points.
All boolean features pertaining diagnoses or symptoms are considered to be of the first type. The
second category contains features pertaining statistical data, such as median earnings in the area
where the patient lives, proportion of the population that is unemployed and similar.
In the second step, all categorical data is split up into separate boolean columns in a process
known as one-hot encoding (Raschka and Mirjalili 2018). This type of processing is applied to
the following features: insurance type, gender, ethnic, race and age. Age is split into a first group
from 18 to 24, and into 10 year increments subsequently. If a new value is encountered during the
processing of the test set, all columns assume the value zero and the new value is discarded, as the
model would not be able to infer any information from the new value without having encountered
it during training.














Finally, all features of the dataset are scaled. This additional step is performed because not all
models that are being evaluated are scale-invariant. This means that some of the models might
ascribe a higher weight to features that due to their inherent nature have a higher magnitude. In
such a scenario, a prediction might become overpowered by a feature such as total population in
an area, typically counted in thousands to millions, as opposed to using a more predictive feature
with smaller absolute values such as age, which typically ranges from 0 to 110.
Unstructured
The text data is provided in the form of a text file filled with Unified Medical Language
System Concept Unique Identifiers (UMLS CUIs) gathered from all types of notes pertaining a
patient.
Figure 2. Example text to CUI conversion
IDENTYFYING DATA:
Patient is a 45 year old male
CHIEF COMPLAINT:
Seizures
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS:
Patient woke up this morning after going to
sleep last night, states he was feeling













For traditional models, the text is then converted into a Bag Of Words sparse matrix, which
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represents the number of times a term has appeared within a sample. In this approach, all
information about the ordering within the text is lost.
For certain neural network models, the text is converted into a sequence of indexes, using the
TensorFlow hashing trick (“tf.keras.preprocessing.text.hashing trick : TensorFlow Core r2.1”
2020).
Hyperparameter tuning and metrics
In order to obtain more data in our hyperparameter tuning process, 10-fold cross validation is
used to evaluate performance on train data when evaluating traditional models. During the
evaluation of CNN based models, cross-validation has been found unfeasible due to the required
time and problematic early-stopping mechanism. Instead, a 12.5% (10% of total) evaluation set is
split from the train set. As a result, train scores are not directly comparable between linear models
and some neural networks. Nevertheless, the train set is not affected by this change and has been
kept separate throughout the entire model selection process. As a result, the test set constitutes a
valid comparison between all models.
Area under precision recall curve (PR AUC) is used as the main metric to evaluate models.
That is, in every grid search, the model with the highest PR AUC score is chosen. In a PR AUC
curve, for a specific model, every point corresponds to a certain decision threshold and the
respective precision and recall achieved at that threshold. In a clinical context, using this metric
has an added benefit of being easily interpretable: how many patients with a condition might be
missed, and how many patients might be subjected to a needless procedure or confirmation test
when the model returns a false positive. Nevertheless, PR AUC and its curve are only one of
many metrics used to evaluate a model, as such metrics such as Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC AUC), positive F1, positive and negative predictive values, sensitivity and specificity are
reported for the best model among the different model types.
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Environment
All linear models are run on a machine with a Intel Xeon Gold 5122 CPU and 512 GB RAM
and sklearn version 0.22.1. Whenever possible, grid searches are run in parallel. Particularly for
some models using both structured and unstructured data, the memory requirement to utilize all
sixteen cores surpasses 128GB RAM. The remaining neural network models are run on a machine
with a Intel Core i7-8700K CPU, 64 GB RAM and two GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. The
versions of keras and TensorFlow were respectively 2.3.1 and 1.13.2. In order to use both GPUs at
the same time, the multi gpu model decorator was used, which splits each batch into sub-batches,
calculates them on separate GPUs and concatenates the results back into a larger batch.
CHAPTER THREE: MODELS
In this chapter, the different models developed on the data will be described. Notably, some
models will only work on a subsection of the data (e.g. only on structured, unstructured or a
combination of both), while other models will have dependences on models previously described
(e.g. ensembles and later iterations of neural networks).
SVM
Basic information
SVM is a model which tries to find a hyperplane separating samples from two classes. It does
this by maximizing margins, that is the distance from the hyperplane to the nearest samples on
each side. For the SVM Model, the SVC implementation of sklearn was used (Pedregosa
et al. 2011). Because SVM is not well suited for large datasets due to very long training times, the
model is trained to work with the structured data only.
Hyperparameters
Parameters as seen in Table 3 were used in a grid search. Following 10-fold cross-validation,
the best model with an average PR AUC of 0.42 was chosen. The following hyperparameters
were used:
’C’: 100000.0, ’gamma’: 0.0001, ’kernel’: ’rbf’, ’class weight’: ’balanced’
XGBoost
Introduction
XGBoost is a decision tree based model, which creates ensembles of decision trees using the
gradient boosting framework. For the XGBoost model, the xgboost Python library was used
(Chen and Guestrin 2016). The model is trained to work with the unstructured data only because
8
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Table 3. SVM hyperparameter space
kernel: rbf
Parameter Search space
C [1e-05, 1e-04, ..., 1e4, 1e5]
gamma [1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6, 1e-7, 1e-8]
kernel: poly
Parameter Search space
degree [2, 3, 4, 5]
gamma scale
10
XGBoost is known to work very well on structured/tabular data. An added benefit on XGBoost is
it’s short training time, compared to previous models. This model acts as a baseline for
performance that can be achieved with strucutred data only, without the addition of text data.
Hyperparameters
Parameters as seen in Table 4 were evaluated using a grid search. Following 10-fold
cross-validation, the best model with an average PR AUC of 0.47 was chosen. The following
hyperparameters were used:
’colsample bytree’: 0.8, ’gamma’: 1.5, ’learning rate’: 0.1, ’max depth’: 7,
’min child weight’: 5, ’scale pos weight’: 2, ’subsample’: 0.8
Table 4. XGBoost hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
min child weight [1, 3, 5]
gamma [1, 1.5, 2]
subsample [0.6, 0.8, 1.0]
colsample bytree [0.6, 0.8, 1.0]
max depth [3, 5, 7, 9]
scale pos weight [2, 3, 5, 10]
learning rate [0.1, 0.2]
Logistic regression
Introduction
Logistic regression is a model which projects the data encountered on a euclidean space and
tries to find a decision boundary between two classes using statistical methods. One of it’s
advantages is the small amount of hyperparameters to tune, making a grid-search feasible. It acts
as a baseline for performance that can be achieved without aiding the text data with structural
facts about a patient. The Logistic Regression model is trained on unstructured data only. The
scikit-learn implementation was used.
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Hyperparameters
Parameters as seen in Table 5 were evaluated in a grid search. The best results were achieved
with the parameters C: 10, class weight: None. The model achieved a PR AUC of 0.684 on
average on a 10-fold cross-validation.
Table 5. Logistic regression hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
C [.01, .1, 1, 10]
class weight [balanced, None]
Elasticnet
Introduction
Elastic net is a logistic regression model with linearly combined l1 and l2 regularizations used
in the lasso and ridge methods. For this model, sklearn’s LogisticRegression classifier with a
elasticnet penalty is used. The model is trained to work with a concatenated dataset of structured
and unstructured data.
Hyperparameters
Table 6. Elasticnet hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
C [.01, .1, 1, 10]
l1 ratio [.4, .5, .6]
class weight [None, ’balanced’]
The hyperparameters used in a grid search are shown in Table 6. Performing a grid search on
this model is noticably slower than all previous models, requiring around 40 minutes on a
multi-core machine. The best results were achieved with the following hyperparameters:
penalty=’elasticnet’, solver=’saga’, l1 ratio=0.5, class weight=’balanced’, C=10




In many problems, superior results can be obtained by using more than one model. In a
famous competition held by Netflix, the best score was tied by an ensemble of two contenders
(“Leaderboard” n.d.). In this model, we will be using the best performing models on structured
and unstructured data, that is XGBoost and Logistic regression respectively.
For the implementation, we use the VotingClassifier from scikitlearn (“1.11. Ensemble
methods” n.d.). Because we used only two models at a time, we use the VotingClassifier in soft
mode, which means it averages the probabilities of its children. The alternative mode is hard
voting, which only works with an uneven amount of classifiers.
By default scikitlearn does not support ensembles working on separate pieces of data. Instead,
the unstructured and structured datasets were merged, and each classifier was encapsulated in a
pipeline with a transformer selecting features applicable to the model.
Figure 3. Overview of the ensemble architecture
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Hyperparameters
Due to the number of parameters to optimize, we estimated a full grid search of an ensemble
of two models would take approximately 317 years on our machines. Instead, we decided to use
the best candidate of each individual model, and only tune the weights within the ensemble itself.
The hyperparameters used in a grid search are shown in Table 7. The best results were
achieved with the following hyperparameters: unstructured weight: 1, structured weight: 0.375
The model achieved a PR AUC of 0.706 on average on a 10-fold cross-validation.
Table 7. Ensemble hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
unstructured weight [.25, .375, .5, .625, .75, 1]
structured weight [.25, .375, .5, .625, .75, 1]
Deep - Dense only
Introduction
The Dense Neural Network is trained used both, the structured and unstructured data. A
simple model with only one dense layer and a simple concatenation of structured and unstructured
data was chosen in order to work as a baseline for future, more complex neural networks. The
model was implemented using the keras library(Chollet et al. 2015) and its functional API.
Hyperparameters
Hyperparameters as seen in Table 8 were considered. Following a 200 sample random search,
the following hyperparameters performed best:
’epochs’ : 10, ’batches’ : 32, ’lr’ : 5e-4, ’layer size’ : 48, ’drop rate’ : 0.45, ’optimizer’ :
optimizers.adam, ’activation hidden’ : ’custom gelu’
Resulting in a PR AUC of 0.669 in a 10-fold cross-validation.
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Figure 4. Overview of the dense only neural network architecture
Table 8. Dense only hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
epochs [3, 5, 7, 10]
batches [32, 64, 128]
lr [2e-3, 1e-3, 5e-4, 2e-4]
class weight [None]
bias [None]
layer size [32, 48, 64]
drop rate [0.35, 0.4, 0.45]
optimizer candidates [optimizers.adam]
activation hidden [’linear’, ’custom gelu’]
Deep - CNN
Introduction
The CNN is trained used both, the structured and unstructured data. Unlike previous models,
the unstructured data is processed using the hashing
trick(“tf.keras.preprocessing.text.hashing trick : TensorFlow Core r2.1” 2020) and subsequently
15
fed into an embedding layer.
Figure 5. Overview of the CNN architecture
Hyperparameters
In the first step, a random search with 200 samples with parameters as seen in Table 9.
Following 10-fold cross-validation, the best model with an average PR AUC of 0.64 was found.
The following hyperparameters were used:
’optimizer’:’Adam’, ’lr’: 0.0001, ’layer size’: 48, ’epochs’: 20, ’drop rate’: 0.4,
’class weight’: None, ’bias’: array([-2.25409713]), ’batch size’: 32, ’activation hidden’:
’custom gelu’, ’CNN out’: 300, ’CNN kern’: 8, ’CNN inp’: 1000, ’CNN filt’: 1024
class weight represents a dictionary where each class label is a key with the value of half of
the total number of samples divided by the number of the samples in the respective class.
initial class represents the logarithm of the number of positive samples divided by the number of
negative samples (Classification on imbalanced data : TensorFlow Core). In the next step,
distributions of PR AUC scores vs hyperparameter were analyzed. As seen in Figure 7, the key
insights gained were the following:
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• CNN with the maximum kernel size of 8 performed best (7a).
• Models with a lower learning rate performed best (7b).
• Models with the maximum epoch limit performed best (7c).
• Models with smaller dense layer sizes (<100) performed best (7d).
With the above insights, a second hyperparameter search was performed as seen in Table 10.
Due to the increasing time complexity of the models, instead of cross-validation, a validation set
was separated from the train set (10% of the entire dataset) and used to train the model with early
stopping enabled and a maximum of 40 epochs and a patience of 5. Additionally, the custom gelu
activation function as implemented by Boris Banushev (Banushev 2019), as well as the Nadam
optimizer were added to the random search. Following a 200 sample random search, the
following hyperparameters performed best:
batches = [64], lr = [1e-4], class weight = [None], bias = [None], layer size = [56],
drop rate = [0.45], optimizer = [optimizers.adam], activation hidden = [’linear’], CNN inp =
[1000], CNN out = [500], CNN filt = [1024], CNN kern = [8]
The above model stopped training after 12 epochs and achieved a PR AUC of 0.680 on the
validation set.
Deep - CNN with structured
Basic information
This model combines approaches from the previous Deep - Dense only and Deep - CNN
models as seen in Figure 6. The unstructured data is presented in word embedding form,
processed by a CNN followed by GlobalMaxPooling as opposed to a bag of CUIs concatenated
directly to the structured data. For the hyperparameter search, the same space was used as in
Table 10. Following a 200 sample random search, the following hyperparameters performed best,
with a PR AUC of 0.731:
’optimizer’: nadam, ’lr’: 5e-05, ’layer size’: 32, ’epochs’: 40, ’drop rate’: 0.35,
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Table 9. Initial CNN hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
epochs [2, 3, 5, 10, 20]
batches [32, 64, 128]
lr [2e-3, 1e-3, 1e-4]
class weight [None, class weight]
bias [None, initial bias]
layer size [32, 48, 64, 128, 256]
drop rate [0.3, 0.4, 0.5]
CNN inp [1000, 300, 500]
CNN out [100, 200, 300, 1000]
CNN filt [128, 256, 512, 1024]
CNN kern [1, 2, 4, 8]
vocab size [300]
max length [1000]
Table 10. Second CNN hyperparameter space
Parameter Search space
batches [32, 64, 128, 256]
lr [1e-4, 5e-4, 5e-5]
class weight [None]
bias [None, initial bias]
layer size [32, 48, 56, 64]
drop rate [0.35, 0.4, 0.45]
CNN inp [1000]
CNN out [300, 400, 500]
CNN filt [128, 256, 512, 1024]
CNN kern [8, 10, 12, 16]
optimizer [optimizers.adam, optimizers.nadam]
activation [’linear’, ’custom gelu’]
’class weight’: None, ’bias’: array([-2.25409713]), ’batch size’: 32, ’activation hidden’:
’custom gelu’, ’CNN out’: 500, ’CNN kern’: 8, ’CNN inp’: 1000, ’CNN filt’: 128
18
















































CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 11 shows all metrics collected for all models. Figures 8 and 9 show the ROC and PR
curves calculated on test data of the best performing models in each respective category: SVM on
structured data, Logistic Regression on unstructured data, a neural network working on both kinds
of data, and a linear model (ElasticNet) working on both kinds of data.
Performance
On both ROC and PR curves, as well as in most other metrics, the models using structured
data only are clearly trailing behind the models which have access to the unstructured data.
Nevertheless, on the ROC curve we can see XGBoost is visibly outperforming a no skill classifier,
it can therefore be reasoned that the structured data has some predictive value.
The remaining three models have very similar PR AUC scores. When compared on the ROC
curve, the logistic regression model is trailing behind slightly. When compared on the PR curve, it
is hard to distinguish one clearly superior model. The structured data is clearly having an impact
on the higher recall region, as this is the point where the model limited to unstructured data is
clearly falling behind.
Even though the models were specifically selected using the PR AUC metric, there are other
metrics one might find more important. When the remaining metrics are considered, there is no
clearly superior model to all the others. Elasticnet has the greatest score in positive F1, positive
recall and negative precision, but has a much worse positive precision than other models. If one
would prefer a model with a high positive precision, the ensemble on XGB and Logistic
regression is the clear winner, with no significant compromises in the remaining metrics other
than positive recall, which is only at 0.504. Finally, the greatest positive F1 score is achieved by
20
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the Neural CNN network concatinated with the structured data.
Time, cost and prerequisites
When considering the top three models by PR AUC, Logistic regression is the clear winner in
terms of time, cost and prerequisites. The model can be trained on any modern CPU, does not
require a GPU and training in our environment only took about 5 minutes. The elasticnet can also
be trained on a machine with only a CPU, but training was substantially slower. In our training
run, the model failed to converge and stopped training after the sklearn’s default cut off. The
process took around two hours, the longest of all models listed, but this might be shortened by a
careful choice of hyperparameters. The use of linear models can however lead to a more sparse,
parsimonious model, as the L1 regularization component can effectively eliminate a subset of the
features. The final neural model technically does not require a GPU to be operated, but when run
on a CPU is slower by orders of magnitude. The model reached peak performance after about 13
epochs, which corresponds to a train time of about 5 minutes when run concurrently on two GPUs
in our environment.
Model complexity
In terms of amount of hyperparameters to be tuned there are significant differences in the
models. The logistic regression and elasticnet models manageable hyperparameter amount,
insofar that almost all options can be explored with a grid search within a reasonable time frame.
The flexibility and expressiveness of neural networks, while both desirable qualities, make it
practically impossible to explore all possible hyperparameters and to conclude that a certain
architecture is ideal or superior to all others. Additionally, they are not easily interpretable, which
could serve as a reason to prefer traditional models. Similarly, ensemble models, while having
only few parameters to tune, can be constructed of a infinite set of combinations of other models.
22
Conclusion
Throughout this study we discovered that the best models based on structured and
unstructured data individually have very different predictive value - 0.48 and 0.69 PR AUC
respectively. When the two types of data are used together, two models with very different
architectures were able to improve this score by at least one point. When comparing the same
model with and without the addition of structured data, the CNN model improved by 4 points.
This effect might become even more pronounced with either more data, or an architecture which
is better suited to put the two types of data together. More work is needed in the area of neural
network architecture fine tuning. Additionally, ensembles of carefully selected calibrated models
might be able to further improve the best score achieved in this study.
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Figure 8. PR curves of selected models
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